
Weight Capacity: 550lbs
WARNING:DO NOT STAND ON THE BED

CARE AND MAINTENCE
*Remove surface stains in time. For small stains, gently spot clean the surface with a damp, clean cloth. For spills, gently soak
up any liquid from the surface using a dry absorbent cloth. Be careful not to add too much pressure, as not to push the
moisture further into the fabric or the leather.

*If necessary, a mild, water-free solvent or dry cleaning product may be applied to the fabric. But on the leather upholstery, do
not use saddle cream, leather shoe polish or household cleaning products. The use of leather care products and cleaners is
also not recommended.

*Test the cleaning method on a hidden area before using them over the entire area. If the upholstery fabric requires more
extensive cleaning, we recommend calling in professional upholstery cleaners.

Model# KNT7010
Product Dimensions: 66-1/2''W*87''D*55''H

*Furniture should not come into contact with direct sunlight or sources of heat as the color of the surface may fade.

*Periodic dusting and vacuuming at low suction is recommended for normal maintenance of both leather and fabric upholstery.

NOTICE

*Please make sure that you have all parts indicated before you begin assembly of this item.
*This item should be assembled on a soft surface to prevent scratching the finished product during assembly.
*This item may require periodic tightening.
*Do not tighten bolts until completely assembled.
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1X

ANCHOR-BOLT ∅5/16'',L=4＂

ANCHOR-BOLT ∅5/16'',L=1-3/8＂

PLASTIC  CAP  1#

IRON CENTER SUPPORT RAIL 1X

IRON SLAT 5X

FOOTBOARD  1X Model# KNT7010
Product Dimensions: 66-1/2''W*87''D*55''H

SIDE-RAIL  2X

Part List and Hardware List

Description Picture Quantity

HEADBOARD  1X

Weight Capacity: 550lbs
WARNING:DO NOT STAND ON THE BED
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Step 1
Hand-screw the 8 anchor-bolts(F) to the Headboard(A) and Footboard(B) by about
3/4''~1-3/16''. The bolts should protrude by about 2-3/8''.

Step 2
Attach the Siderails(C) to the Headboard(A) and Footboard(B) by guiding the anchor-
bolts(F) through the end holes on the Siderails(C).

If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the product.
Estimated Assembly Time: 30 minutes.
Tools Required for Assembly(included): Wrench.

PREPARATION

Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with package contents list and hardware contents list.
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Step 3
Attach the anchor(H) to the anchor-bolt(F). Then lock the bed by securely tightening the
nuts(I) to the end of the anchor-bolt(F) with the wrench(M) provided.

Step 4
Screw the 2 metal support legs(J) onto the long iron center support rail(D). Insert the
plastic cap 1#(K) in the iron center support rail(D) and 5pcs iron slats(E).

PREPARATION

Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with package contents list and hardware contents list.
If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the product.
Estimated Assembly Time: 30 minutes.
Tools Required for Assembly(included): Wrench.
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Step 6
Insert the remaining 5 iron slats(E) horizontally between the left and right Sideboards(C).
Make sure the plastic caps(L) between the center support rail(D) and each of iron
slats(E).

Step 5
Insert the center support rail(D) in the metal brackets on the Headboard(A) and
Footboard(B).  Adjust the feet on the metal support legs(J) so that they are resting evenly
on the floor. Put the plastic cap2#(L) in the center support rail(D) evenly .

PREPARATION

Before beginning assembly of product, make sure all parts are present. Compare parts with package contents list and hardware contents list.
If any part is missing or damaged, do not attempt to assemble the product.
Estimated Assembly Time: 30 minutes.
Tools Required for Assembly(included): Wrench.
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